CSM-S - 18” PRO - SMART

CSM-D - 18” PRO - SMART

CarpetSmart are the Official Master Importer of both the CSM-SINGLE - 18” PRO - SMART Machine and
the CSM DUAL -18” PRO -SMART machine, this means we are able to give you the best deal available.
The CSM -18” PRO -SMART machines are the result of over 30 years production and development to
produce a machine that is both user-friendly and very efficient. It has been specifically developed to clean
carpets and hard floors by a variety of methods and has an excellent track record. It’s simply a must have for
any housekeeping establishment or anyone that are serious about keeping their carpets completely clean and
healthy. Not to be confused with any other counter rotating cylindrical carpet Machine. This is the Genuine
Original article, Fully stamped and CE Approved Machine.
Regarded by many carpet manufacturers and institutions as the 'Rolls Royce' of carpet cleaning, for agitation
of pre-sprays and carpet preparation, it really is a step above other machines in this class.
Unlike machines developed solely for use with 'dry' granules, this machine is fully suitable for wet cleaning,
with a rust-free stainless steel body. A convenient foot lever both releases the handle and starts the brushes.
Returning the handle to the upright position turns off the brushes and locks the handle. Brushes can be changed
in minutes without tools. Simply slide the axle out remove/ change the brush and slide back the axle, it couldn't
be easier
The CSM -18” PRO -SMART machines are the only Counter Rotating Brush machines that are water proof
and designed to not only clean carpets, but also hard surfaces. They can pick up 99 percent of the water and
debris on a hard floor. The machines can clean Tile and Grout, Stoneware, Cement, Natural Stone, PVC,
Profiled floors, Rubber floors and Mats, and Non-Slip Floors. The machines can also clean carpets. They can

Encapsulation clean, Dry Compound Clean, Pre Vacuum, Post Vacuum, Pre Scrub, Pile lift, and groom
carpets. They are one of the fastest ways to clean commercial carpets.
Stainless Steel body, compact construction, very low noise, easy to use and versatile, make these a must have
for any Hotel or Hospitality establishment. Includes Blue Standard Brushes.
Features:


Exteremly Low Maintenance



Stainless Steel Body



Legendary Durability



Minimal Training Required



User Serviceable



Low Noise Level



Original Renovator Catch Tray Concept



Lab Certified Splash Resistant IP54 Specifications

Specs:


Brush Cleaning Width: 18"



Weight: 43lbs



Motor: 800W/110V/60hz



Amps: 8



Brush Rotation: 393

Coupled with Renovator Technology, there is no better way to deep clean a carpet. These machines are ideal
for scrubbing encapsulation cleaners, removal of dry compound cleaners, as well as agitation of chemicals
prior to a deep clean. They will pull dirt, hair and other residue out of the carpet that even the best vacuums
would have no chance of removing. They will also double as a pile lifter and carpet groomer, leaving a
signature look your customers will love.
The CSM -18” PRO -SMART machines deliver amazing results on both residential and commercial carpet
and with its dual counter rotating cylindrical brushes, it will agitate the carpet fibers and break up tough soils
like no other machine on the market.
Comes complete with Renovator Trays with wheels, Brush Cover with wheels and Transport Tray.
Use: A 4 in 1 machine…
As a pile-lifter and agitation machine for pre-spray.
As a Vacuum: With Renovator Trays fitted to remove impacted dry soil or pick up used granules.
Carpet Cleaning: With CarpetSmart chemical range as a stand-alone Very Low Moisture Interim and Deep
cleaning system.
• As a hard-floor cleaner: scrub and wet pick-up, can be used on all types of stone and tile floors, Studded
PVC, safety flooring using the optional Brown or Black stiff brushes.
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